


It's November 1985, the day after Thanksgiving  
and a very cold pre-winter day in New York City. I'm sitting on a 
sofa in a hallway just beyond the high-ceiling front room at The 
Factory, Andy Warhol's midtown Manhattan studio, then in its 
fourth and final location at 22 East 33rd Street. Huge, silk-
screened canvases painted by Warhol are stacked against one 
wall, and a life-sized statue of a dog, hand-painted by Warhol's 
friend and fellow pop artist Keith Haring in his cartoon-squiggly 
style, stands on a high shelf above the front door transom.  

I’m visiting with Andy’s nephew Mark, one of my best friends 
since childhood. Andy is seated on the sofa next to me and 
we're having a nice conversation. He asks me, "What do you do 
in Pittsburgh?" I tell him that I work in marketing. At the time, I 
was 26 and working as marketing director at a small company 
with deep industrial roots that was pioneering new technology. 
"You should move to New York," Andy says. "There are a lot of 
marketing jobs here."  

As we continue talking, I realize that what I've long believed 
about Andy is in fact accurate. He's not only a groundbreaking, 
innovative and extremely talented artist--one of the greatest of 
the twentieth century--but also a smart, savvy businessman who 
has an expert's knowledge of branding, public relations, 
perception management, and marketing. He's also very friendly 
and  articulate in a one-on-one conversation, in sharp contrast 
to his public persona. It's not by accident that his personal 
fortune was well into the millions of dollars at the time of this 
conversation.  

There's much we can learn about marketing, branding, public 
relations, and business in general by studying Andy Warhol.  

Ten of them follow. 
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1.  Creating radical change.  
 
For centuries, most works of art depicted pretty landscapes, prominent people and still life subjects like vases of flowers. 
Although styles of art had evolved through a number of movements and "schools" over the last few centuries, 
masterpieces, beautiful as they were, continued to look like masterpieces for the most part. In the 1940s and 50s, 
Abstract Expressionists started moving away from the status quo.  
 
Then, in the early 1960s, things took a sharp left turn when Andy Warhol, Roy Lichtenstein and others began creating the 
phenomenon know as Pop Art. Among the first major works of the era, and among the most emblematic, was a portrait 
of Hollywood star Marilyn Monroe and a series of Campbell's Soup cans, both silkscreened by Warhol.  
 
Previously, it's doubtful that anyone would have considered soup cans or any type of product packaging of as a work of 
art, but this was the essence of Pop Art: taking the recognizable things we encounter everyday in popular culture and the 
media and turning them into fine art. Much as Warhol's contemporary Roy Lichtenstein took inspiration from newspaper 
comics and created huge panels shaded by Benday dots, Warhol found his muse in products, movie stars and the media 
itself. He painted them and exhibited them and the public not only accepted but embraced them. Andy was the only pop 
artist who achieved a high level of mainstream fame. Peter Max came along a few years later, but Andy paved the way.  
 
And art was just one of his activities. He also made several avant garde films that are still screened and talked about 
today, and produced several others, including Frankenstein, Dracula and Bad. He introduced the world to Southern 
California socialite-turned-model-and-actress Edie Sedgwick; singers Nico and Lou Reed and their band, the Velvet 
Underground; and Holly Woodlawn and Candy Darling, whom Reed immortalized in his song "Walk on the Wild Side." 
Andy also created and published a magazine, Andy Warhol's Interview, which covered the arts, fashion and the cool 
things that were happening in downtown New York. He undertook every venture in his own way without the need for 
second opinions or third-party validation. And most achieved a degree of success. 



2.  Developing a unique brand, and living it. 
 
In New York, a city teeming with people and artists, Warhol stood out. There's a reason that 
his name is synonymous with Pop Art, much more so than any of his contemporaries.  
 
For one thing, he was as focused on the business side of art as he was on the creation of 
colorful paintings and prints and, wisely, he realized the importance of having a distinctive 
and consistent brand.  
 
On a personal level, this included cultivating a look that was very visually striking: black 
turtleneck, black jeans, white Reeboks, pink plastic eyeglass frames, and a gloriously tousled 
platinum wig. In a city filled with artists, no one had a presence that grabbed your attention 
like Andy's did.  
 
Second, unlike other artists, he didn't merely work in a studio. He created his art at The 
Factory, his branded work space that was run like a manufacturing plant with a variety of 
activities taking place at any given time--including parties attended by the hippest, most 
happening denizens of New York's underground scene. 



3.  Creating smart brand extensions.  
 
Once Andy cultivated a loyal fan base, his valuable brand was extended via a number of 
different media, all of which made perfect sense. There was publishing, filmmaking, 
television, and more.  
 
His magazine, which launched in 1967 as Andy Warhol's Interview, was embraced by 
sophisticated Upper East Siders and bohemian downtowners alike as the must-read source 
for the hip, hot and happening in New York.  
 
His many books, in addition to a number of exhibition catalogues, included Popism, The 
Philosophy of Andy Warhol From A to Z and Back Again and, posthumously, The Andy Warhol 
Diaries.  
 
He shot, produced and directed a number of films, from those that were artistic (Sleep) to 
those that had storylines.  
 
He created a program called Andy Warhol's TV in the early days of cable television.  
 
And that's all in addition to his primary source of income, the art. From the 1970s through 
the mid-1980s, one of the ultimate status symbols claimed by many with the means to afford 
one was a portrait by Andy that could be displayed in the foyer or great room of one's 
mansion or luxury apartment.



4.  Smart networking.  
 
In the late 1970s and early 1980s, one of the most desired status symbols coveted by members of the 
smart set was a portrait, photographed and silk screened by Warhol, that they could exhibit on the 
walls of their Park Avenue apartments, Hamptons estates and mega-yachts.  
 
While smart branding placed Andy in a position to command substantial prices for the commissions 
he accepted, it was savvy, proactive networking that kept the work flowing in. Andy realized the 
value of marketing his brand and creating demand for his work. Moreover, he seemed to know 
everyone personally who could be a prospective client, and he also traveled extensively, both in the 
U.S and abroad, which helped him to make new friends and cultivate new relationships.  
 
Bob Colacello, the first editor of Andy Warhol's Interview (personally recruited by Andy) and author of 
Andy bio Holy Terror, wrote often about the trips he and Andy took, the people they met and the 
portraits he created. From business and society figures to athletes, models, movie stars, rock stars, 
fellow artists, and even people of royal lineage, all sorts of people posed for Polaroid photos to be 
made into large canvas prints in Andy's Factory.  
 
His Rolodex, in the pre-smartphone days, had to have been impressive. 



5.  Thinking differently. 
 
If there was ever an artist who thought way outside the box, it was Andy Warhol.  
 
Until the mid-1950s, people were used to somber colors and serious subjects in the paintings, 
sculptures and other works of art that hung in museums. There weren't many examples of whimsy or 
use of bright primary colors, and there surely weren't images of items that could be found on 
supermarket shelves.  
 
Masterpieces though they are, most works of art were created to be appreciated and admired, not to 
show viewers day-to-day objects and situations. Art is supposed to take us out of our daily existence, 
not necessarily reflect it, right?  
 
That's not how Warhol and his iconoclastic contemporaries saw it. Andy's approach was strictly to 
take the road less traveled. He created primary-colored art that didn't look like anything that had 
come before, delivering his unique interpretation of such pop culture icons as Marilyn, Elvis and 
Jackie Kennedy. He created a series of paintings based on disaster stories from actual newspapers, 
scanning articles and often graphic photos as they appeared in the Daily News and turned them into 
massive paintings. He made art from magazine ads and Brillo boxes. He painted a wall-sized portrait 
of Chairman Mao.  
 
Andy's work, a reflection of the times in which he lived, broke all the rules and, literally, colored 
outside the lines. It was different. "Different" grabs attention, draws people in and intrigues them. 
When done strategically, it can also be highly profitable, as Warhol's experience illustrates. 



6.  Leveraging public relations. 
 
As one of most famous and followed artists of his generation, 
there was a time when the coolest thing a newspaper or magazine 
could run in its  section or on Page Six was a concise yet profound 
statement--what we call today a "sound bite"--from Andy Warhol.  
 
So reporters who encountered Andy at gallery openings or other 
events would ask him for his thoughts or opinions about art. He 
was sometimes known to respond by saying, "Art? That's a man's 
name."  
 
Warhol, the pop artist and pop-culture personality, was a PR 
master who provided great copy. But he didn't issue news releases 
or hold press conferences. No, he got headlines and lots of photos 
with captions by offering the unexpected in a quiet, almost shy 
way. He could generate interest and create hype by just showing 
up. And the media ate it up and returned for seconds and thirds.  
 
Because he had crafted such a fascinating persona and image as a 
result of his work, his social activity and his often-thought-
provoking comments, both his career as well as his personal life 
were followed closely by the media, especially those that 
functioned as arbiters of taste. Reporters were continually trying 
to figure him out--who he really was, where he was from, what was 
behind the enigmatic mystique, and what he would do next. It was 
sort of like attempting to peer behind the Lone Ranger's mask. 

The less he said, the more fascinated they were. And the media 
attention surely helped him sell millions of dollars worth of 
paintings.  
 
Although he was not one to reveal too much personal 
information, he did maintain a high public visibility, attending 
openings and parties and going to popular nightclubs virtually 
every night. Because he built an extremely strong personal 
brand that made him one of the most recognizable cultural 
icons around, his mere presence at any venue or party made it 
that much more photo-worthy.  
 
And so, the media would show up, take pictures and keep him in 
the public eye. He achieved countless column-inches of earned 
media, something every public relations agent and publicist 
wants.  
 
He was also seen often walking the streets of New York, handing 
out copies of Interview magazine to people he encountered.  
 
Through his savvy PR abilities, he created a powerful brand and 
single-handedly shaped the public's perception of him and his 
work.



7.  Being true to yourself. 
Andy was born and raised in Pittsburgh. After graduating from Carnegie Tech (now Carnegie Mellon) 
in 1949, Andy moved to York and became a successful commercial illustrator, drawing pictures that 
sold products.  
 
At heart, he remained a commercial artist. When he made the transition from commercial illustration 
to fine art, he could have chosen a lot of way to express himself--drawing, painting, sculpture, 
photography, or another medium.  
 
Like most of his contemporaries he chose painting. Unlike them, though, his work was not created by 
brush strokes, but by silkscreen printing, a practical technique that had been in use for years, but not 
one that was widely seen on gallery walls.  
 
Silkscreening enabled him to mass-produce his work, much like an assembly line. He'd make 
numerous prints of the same painting, each with its own small, inherent flaws, that were often shown 
as a repeating series.  
 
Of this, Warhol was once quoted as saying, "Isn't life a series of images that change as they repeat 
themselves?" By working as he did, Warhol's friend Henry Geldzahler, curator at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and, later, New York City's commissioner of Cultural Affairs, said that Warhol brought 
"commercial art into fine art" and "take printing into painting," adding that, "No one had ever done 
that before."



8.  Building a strong team.  
Warhol had many innovative ideas and initiated countless creative projects. Because of the scale and 
range of initiatives ongoing at any time, it was important for him to surround himself with people 
who could be counted on to help him carry them out.  
 
At The Factory, there was no shortage of assistants, as aspiring and even established artists gravitated 
to the studio to work with Warhol. And working to create larger-than-life silkscreen prints was only 
the beginning.  
 
In 1970, Bob Colacello, a Brooklyn-born grad student in the film department at Columbia University, 
was about a year into his first job--writing movie reviews for the Village Voice. He published a review 
about one of Warhol's films, Trash, which caught the attention of both Andy Warhol and Paul 
Morrissey, the film's director. Colacello was approached to serve as editor of a new arts magazine 
Andy was planning, and he agreed to come on board. For the next several years, he produced a 
monthly that featured brief interviews (conversations, really) with mainly non-mainstream celebrities, 
reviews, high-quality fashion photography, party photos, and more.  
 
In the early 1980s, Colacello, after leaving Interview to write for Vanity Fair, would write and publish 
his own biography of Andy entitled Holy Terror. Bob Colacello was one of several people hired by 
Andy who excelled in their roles at The Factory and Andy Warhol Enterprises. Warhol and an innate 
sense for finding talent, whether studio assistants, people like Morrissey, who directed his films or the 
eclectic collection of actors and others who made The Factory their second home. 



8.  Collaborating. 
Many, many success stories have resulted 
from collaborations. When two or more 
people or entities combine their specific or 
unique skills, talents, genius, capabilities, 
and/or resources, good things can and do 
often happen.  
 
The right collaborations are not only 
creatively fulfilling, but also make good 
business sense. Andy Warhol knew this. In his 
1975 book The Philosophy of Andy Warhol 
From A to Z and Back Again, Warhol writes, 
"Making money is art and working is art, and 
good business is the best art." While Andy 
was a prolific creative powerhouse all by 
himself, he also worked jointly with other 
people as well as companies to build 
communities, create unique experiences and 
make different kinds of art. His studio, The 
Factory, attracted a wide variety of artists, 
writers, musicians, and filmmakers who 
collaborated with Andy.  

During the mid-to-late-1960s, Andy often 
collaborated with Gerard Malanga, a 
filmmaker The New York Times once referred 
to as "Andy Warhol's closest associate." 
Malanga worked with Warhol on a number of 
projects, from paintings and films (including 
more than 300 of the well-known "Screen 

Tests") to serving as one of the co-founding 
editors of the magazine Interview.  

In 1966, Andy collaborated with Bell 
Laboratories engineer Billy Kluver to design 
an installation for the Leo Castelli Gallery in 
New York called "Silver Clouds," which 
consisted of floating silver pillows made of 
Scotchpak and filled with helium and oxygen.  

In 1966 and 1967, Warhol, Malanga, actress 
Mary Woronov, and others created a series of 
multimedia events called the Exploding 
Plastic Inevitable that encompassed film, 
dancing and musical performances by the 
Velvet Underground and Nico.  

In 1976, Warhol and artist Jamie Wyeth (son 
of Andrew Wyeth) painted each other's 
portraits as part of their joint exhibition at 
the Coe-Kerr Gallery on Manhattan's Upper 
East Side.  
 
One of his most notable later collaborators 
was Jean-Michel Basquiat, a Brooklyn-born 
artist of Haitian and Puerto Rican descent 
who was immortalized seven years after his 
death by fellow artist and newly minted 
director Julian Schnabel in his excellent 1996 
film Basquiat. In the film, we see Basquiat 

(Jeffrey Wright) the graffiti artist approach 
Warhol (David Bowie) in a restaurant. He 
shows Warhol samples of his work and, later, 
the two artists begin a collaborative 
relationship that lasts from 1983 to 1985.  

Similarly, because Warhol was a businessman 
as much as an artist, he also partnered with a 
number of corporate entities. He created art 
for a print ad that was part of Absolut Vodka's 
artist series, and painted a car for a similar 
series by BMW.  

He worked with MTV to develop a television 
program called Andy Warhol's Fifteen 
Minutes.  

He designed a number of album covers, 
including the Rolling Stones' classic Sticky 
Fingers (and a few years later, the cover for 
their Love You Live). He appeared as himself 
in ads for such brands as Vidal Sassoon, 
Pioneer, Braniff Airlines, and L.A. Eyeworks. 
He also,  

in 1968, ran the following small ad in the 
Village Voice: "I’ll endorse with my name any 
of the following: clothing, AC-DC, cigarettes, 
small tapes, sound equipment, ROCK ‘N’ ROLL 
RECORDS, anything, film and film equipment, 



RECORDS, anything, film and film equipment, Food, Helium, Whips, MONEY!! love 
and kisses ANDY WARHOL. EL 5-9941.”  
 
In 1969, legendary ad man George Lois put him on the cover of Esquire, sinking 
into an open can of Campbell's Soup.  
 
In the 1985, as the marriage of art and technology was just getting underway, he 
appeared on the cover and was interviewed for Amiga World. He also appeared on 
the covers of New York and even High Times (twice) and created cover art for 
magazines like Time and Vogue that featured such newsmakers as Lee Iacocca, 
Michael Jackson, John Gotti, and Princess Caroline of Monaco.  
 
And the collaborations continue.  
 
Today, Warhol's work appears on everything from  t-shirts to skateboards. At the 
time of this writing in 2016, a joint exhibition of Warhol's art and that of Chinese 
contemporary artist Ai Weiwei is on view at The Andy Warhol Museum in 
Pittsburgh.



10. Building an extremely loyal fan base.  
At one point while driving along Route 88, a strip of commercial buildings, retail stores and restaurants 
that winds for a few miles through the suburbs just south of Pittsburgh, you can look to your right and 
see a small cemetery that takes up part of the hillside. This is St. John the Baptist Byzantine Catholic 
Cemetery, where Andy Warhol is buried.  
 
If you visit his gravesite, which is marked by a modest granite memorial stone, more often than not you'll 
see evidence of his fans' continuing devotion to their art hero. Three decades after his death, they 
continue to make the pilgrimage to his gravesite and place flowers, cans of Campbell's Soup, small works 
of art, and other mementos on his grave.  
 
Andy was not only one of the most important artists of the twentieth century, but an inspiration to a few 
generations of aspiring artists and other creative types. People who are fans of Andy's work run the 
gamut, from art students on tight budgets to collectors with huge bank accounts to celebrities to regular 
people.  
 
How he built and developed an extremely loyal fan base is similar to the cult branding that's been 
associated with many companies from Apple to Volkswagen (two of the companies, by the way, that 
Andy included in his series of paintings based on advertisements). In the 1960s, when much fine art was 
perceived as staid and inaccessible, Andy and his contemporaries rattled the cages and gave art to the 
people.  
 
His art, combined with his appearance and attitude, were instrumental in creating a new generation of 
fans. His art was their art, and he was the Pied Piper of Pop. He was into film and music, too, making his 
own movies and promoting the Velvet Underground. When companies and media outlets wanted to 
grab attention and be perceived as hip, they put Andy on their covers and featured him in their ads. It 
was okay to be different, to be rebellious. The kids liked him and many adults did as well. His following 
grew to worldwide proportions. 
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